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The SAGA (Spt–Ada–Gcn5 acetyltransferase) coactivator complex contains distinct chromatin-modifying activ-
ities and is recruited by DNA-bound activators to regulate the expression of a subset of genes. Surprisingly, recent
studies revealed little overlap between genome-wide SAGA-binding profiles and changes in gene expression upon
depletion of subunits of the complex. As indicators of SAGA recruitment on chromatin, we monitored in yeast
and human cells the genome-wide distribution of histone H3K9 acetylation and H2B ubiquitination, which are
respectively deposited or removed by SAGA. Changes in these modifications after inactivation of the
corresponding enzyme revealed that SAGA acetylates the promoters and deubiquitinates the transcribed region of
all expressed genes. In agreement with this broad distribution, we show that SAGA plays a critical role for RNA
polymerase II recruitment at all expressed genes. In addition, through quantification of newly synthesized RNA,
we demonstrated that SAGA inactivation induced a strong decrease of mRNA synthesis at all tested genes.
Analysis of the SAGA deubiquitination activity further revealed that SAGA acts on the whole transcribed genome
in a very fast manner, indicating a highly dynamic association of the complex with chromatin. Thus, our study
uncovers a new function for SAGA as a bone fide cofactor for all RNA polymerase II transcription.
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Through their different activities, coactivator complexes
convey the function of transcription activators bound to
DNA elements to drive specific gene expression profiles.
SAGA (Spt–Ada–Gcn5 acetyltransferase) is an evolution-
arily conserved multifunctional coactivator complex or-
ganized in functional and structural modules (for review,
see Rodr�ıguez-Navarro 2009; Koutelou et al. 2010; Weake
and Workman 2012). A number of biochemical and struc-
tural studies of SAGA architecture in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (y) consistently identified histone acetyltrans-
ferase (HAT), deubiquitinase (DUB), and TATA-binding
protein (TBP) regulatory and structural modules (Wu
et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2011). The HAT and DUB activities
within SAGA are carried out by Gcn5 and Ubp8, respec-
tively, which interact with other SAGA subunits to form
a HAT module composed of Gcn5, Ada2, Ada3, and Sgf29

and a DUB module composed of Ubp8, Sgf73, Sgf11, and
Sus1. These modules are conserved in humans (h) and are
composed of homologous proteins (GCN5/PCAF, ADA2b,
ADA3, and SGF29 in the HAT module; USP22, ATXN7,
ATXN7L3, and ENY2 in the DUB module). The full
assembly of the given modules is crucial to increase the
substrate recognition and specificity of yGcn5/hGCN5
and enhance the catalytic activity of yUbp8/hUSP22 on
nucleosomes (Gamper et al. 2009; Kohler et al. 2010;
Samara et al. 2010; Bian et al. 2011; Lang et al. 2011).
Interestingly, deletion of subunits of the DUB or the HAT
module affected the stability of the corresponding module
but not the overall integrity of the SAGA complex (Lee
et al. 2011).
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In S. cerevisiae, the Tra1 subunit of SAGA interacts
with different activators, leading to its recruitment at
a subset of promoters. At genes where it is recruited, the
yeast SAGA complex was suggested to stimulate preini-
tiation complex formation through interactions with TBP
and facilitate transcription initiation through Gcn5-
mediated acetylation of their promoters (for review, see
Weake and Workman 2012). However, it is still unclear
how the multiple activities of SAGA are integrated to
regulate gene expression. Indeed, analysis of gene expres-
sion changes in yeast strains deleted for all nonessential
SAGA subunits revealed that the subunits of each mod-
ule (HAT, DUB, and TBP-binding) tend to cluster to-
gether, although some differences were observed between
S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Helmlinger
et al. 2011; Lenstra et al. 2011).
Genome-wide location studies of subunits of the SAGA

complex in different organisms revealed only a few hun-
dred binding sites for SAGA (Vermeulen et al. 2010; Bian
et al. 2011; Krebs et al. 2011; Venters et al. 2011; Weake
et al. 2011). Inmost cases, SAGA subunitswere detected at
a subset of promoters. Such specific targeting of ySAGA
could explain the regulation of ‘‘SAGA-dominated genes,’’
which were identified as genes that are down-regulated
following the deletion of Spt3, a ySAGA-specific sub-
unit, but unmodified upon inactivation of Taf1, a yTFIID-
specific subunit (Huisinga and Pugh 2004). These genes,
which preferentially use SAGA rather than TFIID to
assemble the transcription machinery, account for ;10%
of the yeast genes and correspond mainly to stress-
induced genes with a TATA box in their promoters
(Basehoar et al. 2004). However, recent studies in yeast
revealed that only a fraction of bound genes is misregu-
lated upon deletion of SAGA subunits, and, conversely,
only a fraction of misregulated genes is bound by the
corresponding subunits (Lenstra et al. 2011; Venters et al.
2011; Lenstra and Holstege 2012). Furthermore, a wider
distribution of the complex is suggested by chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments on a few model
genes in yeast that also detected SAGA in the coding
region and by ChIP-coupled high-throughput sequencing
(ChIP-seq) analyses in flies that revealed a colocalization
of SAGA with RNA polymerase II (Pol II) in the body of
a subset of genes (Govind et al. 2007; Johnsson et al.
2009; Weake et al. 2011). In addition to its gene-specific
regulatory role, it has been proposed that SAGA acety-
lates histones throughout the genome in a global and
untargeted manner (Vogelauer et al. 2000). In good agree-
ment, inactivation of the SAGA HAT or DUB activities
was reproducibly reported to affect the global levels of
histone H3K9 acetylation (H3K9ac) and histone H2B
monoubiquitination (H2Bub), two marks associated with
active transcription at promoters and in gene transcribed
regions, respectively (Henry et al. 2003; Bian et al. 2011;
Jin et al. 2011).
To better understand the genome-wide function of

SAGA, we investigated the distribution of this coactivator
complex by tracking chromatinmodifications deposited or
removed by its two different enzymatic activities. The
genome-wide comparison of H3K9ac or H2Bub densities

in wild-type cells and cells with impaired SAGA HAT or
DUB activity revealed that SAGA modifies the promoter
and the transcribed region of all expressed genes in
both S. cerevisiae and human cells. Our study reveals
a highly dynamic and transient association of SAGAwith
the entire active chromatin that is required for Pol II
recruitment and transcription of almost all expressed
genes.

Results

SAGA deubiquitinates H2B on the transcribed region
of all expressed genes in human cells

As an indicator of the genome-wide SAGA-binding pro-
file, we aimed to localize histone marks regulated by the
two enzymatic activities of the complex. We first ana-
lyzed the H2BDUB of the human SAGA complex. Former
analyses in mammals revealed that H2Bub was exten-
sively enriched in the transcribed region of expressed
genes, in agreement with an association of the H2B
ubiquitination enzymes with the elongating Pol II
(Minsky et al. 2008; Shema et al. 2008; Vethantham
et al. 2012). However, it remains to be determined
whether SAGA can deubiquitinate all H2Bub-containing
nucleosomes, which represent a large fraction of the
genome, or whether its DUB activity would be restricted
to the promoters of SAGA-regulated genes. To answer
these questions, we first performed H2Bub ChIP-seq
experiments on HeLa cells that revealed significant
H2Bub signal exclusively on the transcribed region of
different genes enriched for marks associated with active
transcription (Fig. 1A). Scatter plot analysis of all human
genes according to their mRNA levels and H2Bub densi-
ties in gene bodies (from transcription start site [TSS] to
transcription termination site [TTS]) revealed two differ-
ent gene populations with respect to H2B ubiquitination.
Nonexpressed genes displayed background levels of
H2Bub similar to that observed on intergenic regions,
whereas significant levels of H2Bub were found at almost
all expressed genes that were also characterized by the
presence of a Pol II peak at their promoter regions (Fig. 1B;
Supplemental Fig. S1B,C).
To determine at which genomic locations SAGA

would remove ubiquitin from H2B, we generated and
compared H2Bub ChIP-seq profiles in control and
ATXN7L3 knockdown HeLa cells after normalization
of the two data sets by using large intergenic regions (see
the Supplemental Material). We used our previously
generated cell line expressing an ATXN7L3 shRNA in
which the DUB module is dissociated from the SAGA
complex, leading to an increase of global H2Bub levels
(Supplemental Fig. S1A; Lang et al. 2011). After inacti-
vation of the SAGA DUB, H2Bub densities in the whole
transcribed regions of expressed genes were higher than
that in control cells, but the overall H2Bub distribution
was preserved. In contrast, comparable low background
H2Bub levels were observed in nonexpressed genes
in both ATXN7L3 knockdown and control HeLa cells
(Fig. 1A). It has been previously suggested that the very
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low levels of H2Bub at gene promoters were due to the
high DUB activity of SAGA recruited to promoters.
However, the absence of any H2Bub signal in wild-type
conditions and upon depletion of SAGA DUB activity
at the promoter of a representative gene (USP25) in-
dicates that H2B was not targeted by the ubiquitinating
enzymes at this promoter (Fig. 1C). Similar observations

were made on all expressed genes upon depletion
of the SAGA DUB activity, suggesting that the H2B
ubiquitinating enzymes are not active on these pro-
moters (Fig. 1D). In contrast, we observed an increase
of H2Bub levels in the bodies of expressed genes in
ATXN7L3 knockdown as compared with control HeLa
cells (Fig. 1E). Metagene analysis revealed a similar
H2Bub profile in both cell lines, but the signal was
increased by ;1.7-fold throughout gene bodies upon
SAGA DUB depletion (Fig. 1F).
As a quantification of SAGA DUB activity, we mea-

sured the H2Bub ratio in ATXN7L3 knockdown cells
versus control cells in intergenic regions as well as in the
transcribed region of all expressed genes. This analysis
clearly differentiated intergenic regions from expressed
genes, which had higher H2Bub densities and increased
H2Bub ratios (Fig. 1G). Nonexpressed genes share the
same profile as intergenic regions, with background levels
of H2Bub and mean H2Bub ratios close to 1 (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S2A). To determine whether gene expression
levels influence the SAGA DUB activity, we compared
gene categories characterized by low, medium, and high
expression (Supplemental Material). The three groups
displayed strikingly similar H2Bub ratios that were

Figure 1. SAGA acts in the transcribed region of all expressed
genes in HeLa cells. (A) Genome browser tracks depicting
H2Bub distribution at a representative region in control and
ATXN7L3 knockdown HeLa cells. H2Bub localized in the
transcribed region of expressed genes that are characterized by
Pol II, H3K4me3, and H3K9ac peaks at their promoter;
H3K36me3 signal on the gene body; and RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) reads on exons. (B) Gene expression levels (based
on normalized average RPKM [reads per kilobase per million
mapped reads]) were plotted versus the H2Bub densities on the
corresponding gene bodies. The blue dotted line indicates the
background density of H2Bub in control HeLa cells (95% of
intergenic regions have lower H2Bub densities). Significant
H2Bub and RNA-seq reads are found at most of the 10,934
genes that have a Pol II peak at their promoter (red dots) but not
at the majority of the 8363 genes devoid of Pol II (black dots).
When considering expressed genes, a very weak correlation
(Pearson correlation coefficient, 0.20) could be observed be-
tween H2Bub levels and gene expression, indicating that H2B
ubiquitination is not solely related to gene expression levels. (C)
Absence of H2Bub at the promoter of an expressed gene in
control and ATXN7L3 knockdown HeLa cells. (D,E) Heat maps
showing the distribution of H2Bub in control HeLa cells (H2Bub
shCtrl) and after the inactivation of SAGA DUB activity (H2Bub
shATXN7L3) around the TSS (TSS �5 kb/+5 kb) (D) and on
bodies of expressed genes (from TSS to TTS) (E). Nine-thousand-
six-hundred-thirty genes with a Pol II peak at the TSS were
considered. (F) Average profiles depicting H2Bub distribution on
gene bodies. Upon inactivation of SAGA DUB activity, H2Bub is
not increased at the promoter of expressed genes (C,D) but
increases on the body of expressed genes (E,F). (G) Scatter plots
representing H2Bub densities in control cells relative to SAGA
DUB activity (ratio of H2Bub densities in shATXN7L3 and
shCtrl cells). Two-thousand-eight-hundred-forty-nine intergenic
regions (blue dots) were compared with 10,486 expressed genes
(red dots).
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clearly different from those of intergenic regions (Supple-
mental Fig. S2B). Furthermore, 50% of expressed genes
had H2Bub ratios ranging from 1.5 to 2.0, indicating
a homogenous DUB activity, although these genes had
much more heterogenous H2Bub densities, varying by 10-
fold (Fig. 1G; Supplemental Fig. S2C). Our results together
demonstrate that the SAGA DUB activity is directed
toward the transcribed region of almost all expressed
genes and is directly proportional to H2Bub levels,
suggesting that the modification itself is the main driving
force for this activity.

SAGA can be recruited in gene bodies independently
of Pol II to induce a very fast reversal of H2B
ubiquitination

The above reported distribution of the SAGA DUB raises
the question of the mechanisms for SAGA recruitment
and activity in gene bodies. An obvious hypothesis posits
that following its recruitment at promoters, SAGAwould
interact with the elongating Pol II and thus travel through
the whole transcribed region. To test this hypothesis, we
measured H2Bub bulk levels in HeLa cells at different
time points following treatment with actinomycin D, an
inhibitor of transcription elongation. Transcription in-
hibition suppresses the deposition of the mark as the H2B
ubiquitination machinery is recruited in gene bodies by
the elongating Pol II. Thus, changes in the levels of
already deposited H2Bub upon actinomycin D treatment
can be explained only by the activity of DUBs that can
remove ubiquitin from H2B.
Indeed, we observed a very fast loss of H2Bub that was

dramatically reduced after 10 min and undetectable after
3 h of treatment in wild-type HeLa cells, indicating an
extremely dynamic action of DUBs (Fig. 2A). We could
not detect such extremely rapid effects on other chroma-
tin marks analyzed (H2Aub, H3K4me3, or H3K9ac),
suggesting a unique and dynamic versatility of histone
H2B ubiquitination. Importantly, the loss of H2Bub was
significantly delayed in ATXN7L3 knockdown cells, in-
dicating a role for SAGADUB inH2Bub removal (Fig. 2A).
To demonstrate unequivocally the role of the SAGADUB
in H2Bub turnover, we analyzed H2Bub kinetics in cells
in which this activity was completely suppressed. We
therefore generated mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs)
homozygous for an Atxn7l3-null allele (Atxn7l3�/�) (Sup-
plemental Fig. S3). While H2Bub was almost undetectable
after 10 min of actinomycin D treatment in wild-type
mESCs, the H2Bub global levels stayed completely un-
changed in Atxn7l3�/� mESCs at all of the analyzed time
points (Fig. 2B). This result demonstrates unambiguously
that the fast disappearance of H2Bub in control cells is
exclusively carried out by the SAGADUB activity, ruling
out the role of other DUBs in this process. In addition,
SAGA can act in the transcribed region of active genes
independently of elongating Pol II. Importantly, our
observations reveal an extremely transient and dynamic
association of SAGA with active chromatin, as H2Bub
can be erased genome-wide by the SAGA DUB activity in
a few minutes.

SAGA deubiquitinates the bodies of all expressed
genes in yeast

Next, we wanted to confirm in other organisms the wide
distribution of the SAGA DUB activity that we observed
in human cells. Former ChIP-on-chip experiments in
S. cerevisiae revealed a colocalization of H2Bub with
H3K79me3 in the coding region of only a subset of genes
and suggested that Ubp8 would mainly remove ubiquitin
from H2Bub in the 59 region of genes at H3K4me3 peaks
(Schulze et al. 2009, 2011). This would indicate different
regulations for H2B ubiquitination between yeast and
other eukaryotes, as indicated by differential H2Bub
distribution (Kharchenko et al. 2011; Roudier et al.
2011; Vethantham et al. 2012). To compare the activity
of the evolutionarily well-conserved DUB module of the
yeast and the human SAGA complexes, we aimed to
compare H2Bub profiles in wild-type and ubp8D strains.
To get an accurate map of H2Bub in S. cerevisiae, we took
advantage of the highly specific anti-H2Bub monoclonal
antibody that was raised against a branched peptide
corresponding to the ubiquitinated human histone H2B
(Minsky et al. 2008) but did not recognize H2Bub in
budding yeast. We thus humanized the yeast H2B through
substitutions of R119 and S125 to K and T, respectively
(Fig. 3A). ThismodifiedH2Bwas Flag-tagged and expressed
in yeast depleted for endogenous H2B. Western blot
analysis of yeast extracts with an anti-Flag antibody
revealed that this humanized H2B (hH2B) was efficiently
ubiquitinated to the same extent as a Flag-tagged yeast
H2B (yH2B) (Fig. 3B). The anti-H2Bub antibody revealed

Figure 2. SAGA mediates a very fast reversal of H2B ubiqui-
tination upon transcription inhibition. Control (left panels)
and ATXN7L3 knockdown (right panels) HeLa cells (A)
or Atxn7l3 knockout mESCs (B, right panels) were treated
with actinomycin D for the indicated time points. Acidic
extracts were analyzed by Western blotting using the in-
dicated antibodies.
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a single band of 25 kDa in the hH2B, whose intensity was
further increased upon UBP8 deletion. These results
together demonstrate that the regulation of H2B ubiqui-
tination in S. cerevisiaewas not affected by the yeast H2B
humanization.
ChIP-seq experiments in hH2B-expressing yeast cells

revealed that H2Bub was specifically enriched in gene
bodies of almost all active genes and depleted from
intergenic regions (Fig. 3C; Supplemental Fig. S4A). The
signal specificity was demonstrated by the detection of
background signal on thewhole genome of cells expressing
yH2B. Moreover, significant variation of H2Bub densities
from gene to gene contrasted with a homogenous enrich-

ment of H2B on all genes, indicating that H2B local
densities cannot be the sole determinant of H2B ubiquiti-
nation (Fig. 3C; Supplemental Fig. S4B).
As the vast majority of the yeast genome can be

ubiquitinated on H2B (see above) and thus could be
a substrate for the SAGA DUB, we next determined
the distribution of this activity. To this end, we analyzed
H2B ubiquitination in yeast strains expressing hH2B and
after further deletion of UBP8. H2Bub levels were in-
creased by about threefold to fivefold in an ubp8D strain
when compared with the parental strain, suggesting that
SAGA has a global DUB activity on the yeast genome
(Fig. 3B; Supplemental Fig. S5A). We next performed

Figure 3. H2Bub ChIP-seq analyses in budding yeast expressing a humanized histone H2B reveal a global distribution of the SAGA
DUB activity. (A,B) A humanized version of the yeast histone H2B is efficiently ubiquitinated and recognized by an anti-human H2Bub
antibody. (A) S. cerevisiae and human H2B protein sequence comparison around their ubiquitination sites. The peptide used to raise the
anti-H2Bub antibody (in bold) contains two residues (in red) that are not conserved in the yeast H2B. hH2B was obtained by mutating
these two residues into their human counterpart. (B) H2B ubiquitination in htb1Δ htb2Δ yeast strains expressing Flag-tagged yH2B or
hH2B and after further UBP8 deletion (hH2B-ubp8D) was analyzed by immunoblotting using an anti-H2Bub (top panel) or an anti-Flag
(middle panel) antibody. (C) H2Bub ChIP-seq analyses in S. cerevisiae expressing hH2B (H2Bub-ChIP hH2B) and after further UBP8

deletion (H2Bub-ChIP hH2B-ubp8D) or the unmodified yH2B (H2Bub-ChIP yH2B). Genome browser tracks of a representative genomic
region showing H2Bub enrichment in gene bodies. Representative genes shown in E are indicated in red. H2B, H3K4me3, and Pol II
profiles in the hH2B background are shown in the lower tracks. (D) H2Bub ChIP was performed on yH2B, hH2B, and hH2B-ubp8Δ
strains. H2Bub levels were quantified by real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) on bodies of active genes and control intergenic regions
(TEL3L, TEL6R, IntI, and IntV). The values (mean 6 SD of three independent ChIP experiments) are expressed as percentage of input
DNA signal. (E) Scatter plot showing a homogenous SAGA DUB activity on the 3916 expressed genes. The ratios of H2Bub densities on
gene bodies between hH2B-ubp8D and hH2B strains were plotted against the H2Bub densities.
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H2Bub ChIP-seq experiments in the same strains. To get
an accurate normalization of the two data sets, we
quantified H2Bub levels on a number of selected genes
and intergenic regions by ChIP combined with quanti-
tative PCR (ChIP-qPCR) (Fig. 3D). A mean 2.5-fold
increase of H2Bub levels in gene bodies upon UBP8
deletion was calculated from three independent ChIP-
qPCR experiments and was applied to normalize our two
ChIP-seq data sets. On a representative region, the
H2Bub levels were found increased in all gene bodies
upon UBP8 deletion, in good agreement with our obser-
vation in human cells (Fig. 3C). Importantly, very
similar results were observed when the ChIP-seq exper-
iments were performed with the addition of S. pombe
chromatin as spike-in control for normalization (Sup-
plemental Fig. S5B,C). For all active gene bodies, we
calculated the ratio of H2Bub densities between the
ubp8D and parental strains and observed a twofold to
threefold increase of the ratio between the two strains
(Fig. 3E). This observation and the very high correlation
between H2Bub densities between the two strains (Pearson
correlation coefficient, 0.84) suggest a global and homoge-
nous activity of Ubp8 in all regions that display significant
H2Bub in wild-type cells. Similar to our observations in

human cells, the yeast SAGA complex deubiquitinates
H2B on the transcribed region of all expressed genes.

GCN5-containing complexes acetylate H3K9
at the promoter of all expressed genes in HeLa cells

The observed localization of the SAGA DUB activity
prompted us to determine whether its HAT activity also
displays a broad genome-wide distribution. In human cells,
GCN5 and its paralog, PCAF, are found in two different
HAT complexes, SAGA and ATAC, in which they are
regulated by interactions with other subunits of the HAT
module, such as ADA3 (Lee andWorkman 2007).We could
observe a global decrease of H3K9ac levels upon ADA3
depletion in HeLa cells, corresponding to an inactivation
of both GCN5-containing complexes (Fig. 4A). In the same
conditions, H2Bub levels were unchanged. Conversely,
H3K9ac was unchanged, but H2Bub levels were increased
upon ATXN7L3 down-regulation, indicating that the two
enzymatic activities of SAGA are independent (Fig. 4A).
To determine the genome-wide distribution of GCN5-

containing complexes, we profiled and quantified the
distribution of H3K9ac by ChIP-seq in cells expressing
either control or ADA3 shRNA (Supplemental Fig. S6A,
B). In control HeLa cells, H3K9ac peaks were detected

Figure 4. All active Pol II promoters are acetylated by GCN5-containing complexes in human cells. (A) Western blot analyses of
changes in H2B ubiquitination and H3K9ac upon inactivation of the corresponding enzymes. Total histones were purified by acidic
extractions from HeLa cells transfected with the specified siRNA and immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies. (B,C) Analysis of
H3K9ac ChIP-seq profiles in control and ADA3 knockdown HeLa cells. (B) Genome browser tracks at a representative region reveal
that H3K9ac peak intensity at the promoter of expressed genes in HeLa cells (H3K9ac-shCtrl) drops upon ADA3 knockdown (H3K9ac-
shADA3). (C) GCN5 HAT activity (ratio of H3K9ac densities in shADA3 and shCtrl cells) was plotted relative to H3K9ac densities in
3189 intergenic regions (blue dots) and 11,300 regions surrounding the TSS of expressed genes (TSS �1.5 kb/+3.5 kb; red dots).
Promoters of expressed genes shown in B are indicated.
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exclusively at the promoters of expressed genes togetherwith
Pol II and H3K4me3 but were absent from silent genes (Fig.
4B). The control and ADA3 knockdown data sets were
normalized by using intergenic regions where only back-
ground levels of H3K9ac could be detected (Supplemental
Material). In ADA3-depleted cells, the overall profile of
H3K9ac was conserved, but the peak heights were signifi-
cantly reduced (Fig. 4B). As ameasure ofGCN5HATactivity,
we calculated the ratio of H3K9ac densities obtained in
ADA3-expressing versus control shRNA-expressing cells
both in intergenic regions and at the promoters of all
expressed genes. This analysis clearly separated the two
categories of genomic loci: (1) All intergenic regions had
low levels of H3K9ac, and the H3K9ac ratios were centered
on 1, and (2) the vast majority of promoters of active genes
were enriched for H3K9ac and displayed decreased ratios of
H3K9ac, indicating that GCN5-containing complexes signif-
icantly acetylate H3K9 at these locations (Fig. 4C).

GCN5 acetylates H3K9 at all active promoters in yeast

As GCN5 deletion in S. cerevisiae induced a decrease in
global H3K9ac (Fig. 5A), we further investigated Gcn5
distribution in yeast by measuring H3K9ac levels in wild-

type and gcn5D strains by ChIP-seq. In wild-type cells,
H3K9ac peaks colocalized with H3K4me3 around the TSS
of active genes. In agreement with our results in human
cells, H3K9ac peaks were completely lost at active pro-
moters in the gcn5D strain (Fig. 5B; Supplemental Fig.
S6C). We measured the ratio of H3K9ac densities in gcn5D
versus wild-type cells at all active promoters (as defined in
Supplemental Fig. S6D).Mid-gene bodies (25%–75%of the
coding region) of large genes (>2 kb) with only background
levels of H3K9ac were used to normalize the two data sets.
All active promoters could be easily differentiated from
mid-gene bodies, as they were enriched for H3K9ac in
wild-type cells and had a <1 ratio of H3K9ac densities
(Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. S6E,F). Our results together
indicate that, in both yeast and human cells, GCN5-
containing complexes acetylate H3K9 specifically at the
promoters of active genes and thus strongly suggest a wide
distribution of the SAGA HAT activity.

SAGA is required for RNA Pol II recruitment at all
transcribed genes and for nascent mRNA synthesis

Based on our results that revealed an unexpected wide
action of SAGA on the transcriptionally active genome,

Figure 5. Gcn5 acetylates H3K9 at the promoter of all expressed genes in yeast. (A) Whole-cell extracts from wild-type (WT) and gcn5Δ
yeasts were prepared in an 8 M urea buffer and probed as indicated. (B,C) Analysis of H3K9ac ChIP-seq profiles in wild-type and gcn5Δ
yeast cells. (B) Genome browser tracks of a representative yeast genomic region. H3K9ac peaks detected in wild-type cells (H3K9ac-
WT) are absent when GCN5 is deleted (H3K9ac-gcn5Δ). Expressed genes are characterized by an H3K4me3 peak at their promoter
(H3K4me3-WT) and a Pol II signal on the gene body (Pol II-WT). (C) Scatter plot representing Gcn5 acetylation activity (ratio of H3K9ac
densities in gcn5Δ and wild type) versus H3K9ac density in 3916 regions centered on the first codon (6200 base pairs [bp]) of expressed
yeast genes as defined by the presence of H3K4me3 and H3K9ac peaks at the TSS (yellow dots) or in 1184 mid-gene bodies of large genes
(from 25% to 75% of gene bodies >2 kb; green dots). Promoters and control regions highlighted in B are indicated.
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we asked whether this complex would have a more global
function in transcription regulation than previously ap-
preciated. We hypothesized that SAGA would behave as
a general cofactor required for the transcription of all Pol
II genes rather than being involved only in the regulation
of stress-induced genes. Besides its enzymatic activities,
other functions of SAGA could influence Pol II recruit-
ment and transcription. Therefore, we analyzed Pol II
recruitment upon deletion of SPT7 or SPT20, which are
known to result in the disruption of the SAGA complex
in yeast. Using an anti-Pol II antibody that recognizes
both modified and unmodified forms of the C-terminal
domain of Rpb1, the largest subunit of Pol II, background
levels of Pol II were detected in control intergenic or
telomeric regions in wild-type S. cerevisiae and were
unmodified in spt7D or spt20D strains. In contrast, in all
14 genes tested that were previously defined as either
SAGA- or TFIID-dominated (Huisinga and Pugh 2004),

Pol II occupancy was strikingly reduced upon SPT7 or
SPT20 deletion when compared with that observed in the
parental strain (Fig. 6A). Comparable effects were ob-
served for genes that were found to be down-regulated as
well as other genes (either SAGA- or TFIID-dominated)
whose expression was found to be unchanged upon
deletion of these subunits (Lenstra et al. 2011). Two
independent chromatin extractions gave similar results,
and H2B or H3K4me3 ChIP on the same samples revealed
comparable signals in wild-type, spt7D, and spt20D
strains (Supplemental Fig. S7A). These results suggest
that SAGA might be crucial for Pol II recruitment on
a large number of active genes.
Next, we analyzed Pol II occupancy on all genes by

performing ChIP-seq experiments that revealed a global
decrease of the Pol II signal upon SPT20 deletion (Fig. 6B;
Supplemental Fig. S7C). For most genes that displayed
a significant Pol II occupancy in wild-type cells, the signal

Figure 6. SAGA is required for RNA Pol II
recruitment at both SAGA- and TFIID-domi-
nated genes. (A) Pol II ChIP-qPCR performed
on chromatin extracted from wild-type (WT),
spt7D, and spt20D yeast cells on SAGA- and
TFIID-dominated genes or in control inter-
genic regions (mean 6 SD, n = 2). (B,C) Pol II
ChIP-seq analysis in S. cerevisiae wild type
and spt20D. (B) Genome browser tracks of
a representative genomic region show de-
creased Pol II occupancy in the spt20D strain.
(C, left panel) Scatter plot showing the re-
producibility of Pol II ChIP performed on two
independent wild-type chromatin preparations.
(Right panel) A global loss of Pol II recruitment
in spt20D cells is observed on 2606 active genes
with H3K9ac and H3K4me3 peaks at the TSS
and significant Pol II signal (red dots). Data
were normalized on 291 genes that have back-
ground levels of Pol II and lack H3K4me3 and
H3K9ac (blue dots).
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was strongly reduced in mutant cells. We identified;300
genes with background levels of Pol II signal and devoid of
H3K4me3 and H3K9ac that were further used to normal-
ize the two data sets (Supplemental Material). Next, we
compared Pol II occupancy in wild-type and spt20D cells
on ;2600 active genes in which a clear Pol II signal was
detected (Supplemental Fig. S7B). On all of these genes,
we observed that the Pol II occupancy was strongly
reduced upon SPT20 deletion (Fig. 6C). Very similar
conclusions were made when normalization of the two
data sets was performed by using Pol II densities mea-
sured on Pol III transcribed genes (Supplemental Fig.
S7D). Therefore, our results indicate that SAGA was
required for Pol II recruitment at all transcribed genes
where a significant Pol II occupancy could be detected.
This result was unexpected, as previous measurements

of mRNA expression changes in ySAGA mutant strains
identified only a small subset of SAGA-dominated genes.
However, measuring steady-state mRNA levels may not
fully reflect the SAGA-dependent transcriptional effects,
as cells can compensate for global transcription changes
(Haimovich et al. 2013). To overcome this limitation, we
analyzed how SAGA affects gene expression through the

quantification of newly synthesized mRNA that measure
mRNA synthesis uncoupled from mRNA degradation.
Wild-type, spt20D, and spt7D S. cerevisiae strains cul-
tured in YPD were metabolically labeled with 4-thioura-
cil for 6 min. Labeled cells were then mixed in a ratio of
3:1 with labeled S. pombe cells that provided an internal
standard. After total RNA extraction, newly synthesized
(labeled) RNAs were purified, and both fractions were
analyzed by RT-qPCR. Surprisingly, we observed a three-
fold to 10-fold reduction in newly synthesized mRNA
production from the 12 genes analyzed in spt20D or spt7D
strains when compared with wild-type cells (Fig. 7A). In
both strains, SAGA- or TFIID-dominated genes were
down-regulated to the same extent. These changes in
mRNA synthesis reflected the decreased Pol II occupancy
that was observed on the same genes in spt20D or spt7D
strains (Fig. 6A). In contrast, mRNA quantification per-
formed on total RNA from the spt20D strain revealed
unchanged levels for eight of these genes and a moderate
decrease of less than twofold for four other genes, in good
agreement with a previous study (Lenstra et al. 2011).
Similarly, in the spt7D strain, mRNA steady-state levels
from only two genes were found to be slightly decreased

Figure 7. SAGA is required for RNA Pol II transcription of either SAGA- or TFIID-dominated genes. Newly synthesized (A,C) and total
(B,D) mRNAwere extracted from wild-type (WT), spt7D, and spt20D yeast cells. mRNA from SAGA- and TFIID-dominated genes (A,B)
or RNA Pol I and RNA Pol III genes (C,D) were quantified by real-time PCR. Results were normalized to S. pombe tubulin expression
and are presented as fold variation in comparison with the wild type (mean 6 SD, n = 3).
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(Fig. 7B). The levels of RNA Pol I and RNA Pol III nascent
transcripts used as controls were not affected upon SPT20
or SPT7 deletion (Fig. 7C,D). Altogether, our results
indicate that the SAGA complex plays a role in Pol II
recruitment and transcription on a vast majority of Pol II
genes independently, whether they were defined as SAGA
and/or TFIID dominated.

Discussion

In this study, we provide a series of results that coherently
indicate that the SAGA complex behaves as a general
cofactor that is required for Pol II transcription of almost
all active genes. First, we analyzed the genome-wide
location of the HAT and DUB activities of SAGA in both
S. cerevisiae and human cells. These analyses revealed
that SAGA is acting at all active genes, both at their
promoters and in their whole transcribed regions. Such
a distribution of the two SAGA enzymatic activities was
highly unexpected, as it appears much broader than
previously anticipated. Second, we showed that Pol II
recruitment at all active genes was severely impaired
upon deletion of SAGA structural subunits. Third,
through the quantification of newly synthesized RNA,
we demonstrated that SAGA inactivation induced
a strong decrease of mRNA synthesis for all genes that
were analyzed. In good agreement with this broad func-
tion, our analysis of the SAGA DUB activity upon
transcription inhibition indicates that SAGA can act on
a large fraction of the genome in a very fast manner. This
underscores that SAGA association with chromatin oc-
curs in a very transient and dynamic manner, indicating
a new paradigm for the dynamic distribution and broad
activity of this coactivator.

SAGA acts on a very large fraction of eukaryotic
genomes

Our analyses of changes in H2B ubiquitination upon
depletion of the SAGA DUB activity directly reflect
SAGA localization at all expressed genes. Indeed, ChIP-
seq analyses in the ubp8D yeast strain or ATXN7L3-
depleted HeLa cells revealed H2Bub changes that can
only be explained by a loss of the SAGA DUB activity.
Actually, Ubp8 has to be incorporated within SAGA to be
catalytically active and appears to be a unique constitu-
ent of SAGA (Ingvarsdottir et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2011).
Similarly, USP22 was shown to be active in vitro only
when interacting with all subunits of the DUB module,
including ATXN7L3, and was found to be fully active in
vivo only as part of the SAGA complex (Lang et al. 2011;
Armour et al. 2013). Although it was recently shown that
the proteasome regulatory particle can separate a DUB
module from the yeast SAGA complex in vitro, such
a free DUB module has no apparent effect on the
regulation of H2Bub in vivo (Lim et al. 2013). In agree-
ment with a role for SAGA in gene transcribed regions,
different studies using ChIP on candidate genes previ-
ously suggested the recruitment of different SAGA sub-
units in gene bodies (Govind et al. 2007;Wyce et al. 2007),

and genome-wide ChIP analyses in S. pombe and Dro-
sophila embryos localized Gcn5 or Ada2b in the tran-
scribed regions of a subset of expressed genes (Johnsson
et al. 2009; Weake and Workman 2012). In contrast, our
analyses of H2B ubiquitination upon SAGA DUB in-
activation unambiguously demonstrate that SAGA is
dynamically recruited in the transcribed region of all
expressed genes. Although our experiments do not dis-
tinguish Gcn5 activity as part of the different Gcn5-
containing complex, we demonstrate here that these
complexes are recruited at the promoter of all expressed
genes in budding yeast and human cells, further suggest-
ing a broad genome-wide recruitment of the SAGA
complex.
Former genome-wide location studies of the SAGA

complex subunits in different organisms revealed only
a few hundred SAGA-binding sites (Vermeulen et al.
2010; Krebs et al. 2011; Venters et al. 2011; Weake et al.
2011). These analyses rely on ChIP experiments of a sub-
set of SAGA-specific subunits that likely capture the
most stable associations with chromatin. In contrast,
population-based approaches that average the signal
across heterogenous cellular states would miss most of
the locations where SAGA is only very transiently
recruited. However, such short-lived associations can be
revealed by tracking the chromatin changes mediated by
the enzymatic activities of SAGA, as demonstrated by
this study. In agreement with this conclusion, the anal-
ysis of the SAGA DUB activity upon transcription in-
hibition revealed that its association with the chromatin
occurs in an extremely dynamic fashion.

SAGA is required for all Pol II transcription,
in agreement with its broad genome-wide action
at all transcribed regions

The observed distribution of the two enzymatic activities
of SAGA contrasts with the current model that posits
a recruitment of SAGA at a small subset of genes whose
expression is regulated by the different activities of the
complex. As indicated above, this is likely explained by
the different modes of SAGA interaction with chromatin
that are not equally detected, depending on the experi-
mental methods. A broad distribution of SAGA on all
active chromatin is in good agreement with our observa-
tion of a role for SAGA in Pol II recruitment and function
onmost active genes. Here, we show that the transcriptional
role of SAGA is independent of its mode of recruitment.
Indeed, upon SAGA depletion, Pol II recruitment and
mRNA synthesis appear to be similarly affected at all genes
whether ChIP of SAGA subunits detected a stable asso-
ciation of SAGA at the promoter or not. Our observation
describing a general cofactor activity of SAGA at all
Pol II genes appears to be in contradiction to the numer-
ous expression studies reporting a low percentage of
genes whose expression is deregulated in SAGA mutants
(Huisinga and Pugh 2004; Lenstra et al. 2011). However,
these gene expression analyses measured steady-state
mRNA levels in wild-type and mutant strains. Neverthe-
less, several studies recently demonstrated that global
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effects on mRNA synthesis are accompanied by compen-
satory mechanisms such as parallel changes in mRNA
degradation rates, resulting in mRNA level buffering
(Helenius et al. 2011; Schulz et al. 2014). Such a mecha-
nism has been previously demonstrated in a yeast strain
expressing a point mutant of Rpb1 subunit of Pol II that
causes decreased mRNA synthesis as expected but also
decreases mRNA decay rates (Sun et al. 2012).

Two enzymatic activities of the same complex act
on different functional genomic elements

Our study surprisingly revealed distinct genomic loca-
tions for the two enzymatic activities of the same
complex. While H3K9ac by the HAT module of SAGA
is restricted to the promoter of active genes, the DUB acts
on gene bodies and is excluded from promoters in human
cells. It is unclear how SAGA can be recruited at all active
genes at both their promoters and transcribed regions.
This observation also raises the question of a restriction
of the HAT activity to promoter regions when the
complex has a much wider distribution. Two alternative
mechanisms can be proposed: (1) The specific localization
of H3K9ac at the promoter could result from the cumu-
lative actions of SAGA at both promoter and gene bodies
and that of histone deacetylases such as Rpd3 acting in
the transcribed region of these genes (Vogelauer et al.
2000; Govind et al. 2010; Weake et al. 2011). (2) Alterna-
tively, at active promoters, the combination of transcrip-
tion factors and histone marks known to interact with
different domains of SAGA subunits could create a favor-
able environment for SAGA recruitment and/or retention
and could position the HATmodule for optimal substrate
recognition (for review, see Weake and Workman 2012).
In contrast to GCN5, which lays a mark at the histone

H3 tail, the SAGA DUB removes ubiquitin from H2Bub.
Therefore, the DUB activity is restricted to locations
where H2Bub is present, and this mark is clearly excluded
from the promoter region in human cells. It is remarkable
that H2B ubiquitination is very widely distributed in
different genomes. Virtually all H2B molecules from any
nucleosome, except those at telomeric or silenced re-
gions, are potentially ubiquitinated in S. cerevisiae. In
human cells, H2Bub is found in the transcribed region of
all expressed genes that would correspond to as much as
20% of the whole genome. Our results demonstrate that
SAGA can act on any H2Bub molecule genome-wide,
raising the question of SAGA recruitment and dynamics
on all targeted regions. Two different scenarios can be
considered. In a first hypothesis, following its recruit-
ment at active promoters, SAGA would then travel
through the gene transcribed region either by binding to
ubiquitinated substrates or via an interaction with elon-
gating Pol II, as previously suggested (Wyce et al. 2007;
Weake and Workman 2012). An alternative hypothesis
could be that SAGA is not actively recruited on chromatin
but would be diffusing rather freely in the nucleoplasm
and would have a high affinity to any ubiquitinated H2B-
containing region. In favor of such a model is our observa-
tion that, upon inhibition of transcription elongation,

SAGA can completely remove ubiquitin from the whole
active chromatin in a few minutes (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
we showed that H2B ubiquitination per se is the main
driving force for SAGA DUB, as its activity is directly
proportional to the local H2Bub levels, which are poorly
correlated with gene expression in human cells (Fig. 1;
Supplemental Fig. S2).
In summary, our study reveals that SAGA is recruited

at all active genes and will acetylate H3K9 at the pro-
moters and deubiquitinate H2Bub in the gene bodies in
both S. cerevisiae and human cells. This demonstrates an
unexpected dynamic association of SAGAwith the chro-
matin that can hardly be detected by conventional ChIP
of subunits of the complex, suggesting a multifactorial
recruitment of SAGA to chromatin that cannot be
explained by previous models. Our work leads to the
discovery of a new function for SAGA and indicates a role
for SAGA as a general cofactor required for Pol II re-
cruitment and transcription.

Materials and methods

Antibodies

Antibodies used in this study were as follows: H3K9ac (Abcam,
ab4441), H2Bub (NRO3;Medimabs,MM-0029), H3K4me3 (Abcam,
ab8580), H2B (Active Motif, 39237), H2Aub (Cell Signaling Tech-
nologies, XP rabbit mAb #8240), H3K36me3 (Abcam, ab9050), and
Flag (Sigma, M2). RNA Pol II (PB-7G5) and TBP (3TF1-3G3)
antibodies have been described earlier (Karmodiya et al. 2012).

siRNA transfection

Nontargeting Pool (catalog no. D-001810-10) as well as ON-
TARGET plus SMART pool anti-ADA3 (catalog no. L-017508-00)
siRNA were purchased from Dharmacon. Additionally, anti-
ATXN7L3 (siRNA ID no. 271961) siRNA were purchased from
Ambion. All siRNA were transfected in HeLa cells using Lipo-
fectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

shRNA cell line construction

HEK293T cells were cotransfected with pLKO.1-puro (vector
containing the shRNA sequence), pLP1, pLP2, and pLP/VSVG
plasmids with FuGENE (Promega). Forty-eight hours later, the
medium containing lentiviruses was used to infect HeLa cells,
and positive cells were selected with 2 mg/mL puromycine. The
following MISSION shRNA constructs (Sigma) were used:
shRNA anti-ADA3 (TRC no. TRCN0000015734) and shRNA
nontarget control (product no. SHC002). shATXN7L3 and the
corresponding shCtrl cells were described (Lang et al. 2011).

mESC derivation

The Atxn7l3 mouse strain used for this research project was
created at the Institut Clinique de la Souris from the
Atxn7l3tm1(KOMP)Wtsi ESC clone EPD0321_4_E11, obtained
from the Knockout Mouse Project (KOMP) Repository (http://
www.komp.org) and generated by the Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute (WTSI). Targeting vectors used were generated by the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and the Children’s Hospital
Oakland Research Institute as part of the KnockoutMouse Project
(3U01HG004080) (Skarnes et al. 2011). At 3.5 d post-conception,
blastocysts obtained by crossing Atxn7l3+/� heterozygous mice
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were isolated and cultured on a monolayer of feeder cells in 2i
medium (50% DMEM/F12, 50% neurobasal, 13 N2, 13 B27
with vitamin A, 10 mg/mL insulin, 1 mM glutamine, 25 mg/mL
BSA type V, 0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 40 mg/mL gentamycin,
3 mMCHIR 99021, 1 mMPD0325901). One week after blastocyst
collection, the inner cell mass outgrowths were dissociated with
0.05% Trypsin-EDTA and plated into new feeder cell-containing
plates. After three passages, cells were frozen (10% DMSO, 20%
FCS ESCs tested, 70% 2i medium), and DNAwas extracted from
each clone for genotyping purposes. Genotypes were determined
by PCR analysis using standard procedures. Three primers were
used for this purpose: 59-CAAGAAGCAGCATGCTTGGTCA
AG-39 (forward), 59-CCAACAGCTTCCCCACAACGG-39 (reverse
1, specific for the mutant allele), and 59-CAGGAAGAAGTAG
CCACACTTAACAGC-39 (reverse 2, specific for the wild-type
allele). Expected sizes of the amplicons were 277 base pairs (bp)
for the mutant allele and 215 bp for the wild-type allele. Mouse
care and procedures were in accordance with institutional and
national guidelines.

Newly synthesized RNA analysis

Wild-type, spt7D, and spt20D S. cerevisiae cells were grown in
YPDmedium to an OD600 » 0.8. Newly synthesized RNAs were
labeled for 6 min by adding 4-thiouracil (Sigma-Aldrich) until
a final concentration of 5 mM. In parallel, wild-type S. pombe

cells were similarly grown in YESmedium and labeled to be used
as a spike-in across all samples. Cells were immediately pelleted
and flash-frozen in liquid N2 and stored at �80°C until further
use. S. cerevisiae and S. pombe cells were mixed in a ratio of 3:1.
Total RNAs were extracted using RiboPure yeast kit (Ambion,
Life Technologies) according to the description provided by the
manufacturer. Subsequently, RNA biotinylation was carried out
on 200 mg of total RNA using 200 mL of 1 mg/mL EZ-link HPDP-
Biotin (Pierce) in 100 mL of biotinylation buffer (100 mM Tris-
HCl at pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA) and 600 mL of DEPC-treated
RNase-free water (Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 h at room temperature,
protected from light. After chloroform extraction and isopro-
panol precipitation, purified RNAs were suspended in 100 mL of
DEPC-treated RNase-free water (Sigma-Aldrich).

Newly synthesized biotinylated RNAs were bound to 100 mL
of mMACS streptavidin microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec) for 90 min
at room temperature with gentle shaking. Purification of labeled
RNAwas then carried out using mMACS streptavidin starting kit
(Miltenyi Biotec). Columns were first equilibrated with 1 mL of
washing buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 1 M
NaCl, 0.1% Tween20). Samples were passed through the col-
umns twice and washed five times with increasing volumes of
washing buffer (600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000 mL). Ultimately,
labeled RNAs were eluted twice with 200 mL of 100 mM DTT.
Following ethanol precipitation, RNAs were resuspended in 10
mL of DEPC-treated RNase-free water (Sigma-Aldrich).

cDNA synthesis was performed on 1mg of total RNAor 10mL of
labeled RNA using random hexamers and AMV reverse transcrip-
tase (Roche) according to themanufacturer’s instructions. Real-time
qPCRwere performed using SYBRGreen IMaster (Roche). A list of
all of the primers used can be found in Supplemental Table S2. All
samples were run in triplicate. After qPCR, all raw values were
corrected for the expression of S. pombe tubulin. Finally, results
were represented graphically as a relative comparison between the
wild-type (set to 1), spt7D, and spt20D samples.

Yeast strains and protein extraction

Different yeast strains used in this study were derived from the
previously described FY406 (Hirschhorn et al. 1995). Deletion

mutants were generated as described previously (Janke et al.
2004) or by transformation with PCR products amplified from
genomic DNA of the corresponding strain obtained from the
Saccharomyces Genome Deletion (SGD) strain database. The
plasmid expressing the humanized version of yeast HTB1 was
generated by site-directed mutagenesis of pRS413-Flag-HTB1-

HTA1. The genotypes of the strains used in this study are listed
in Supplemental Table S3. Yeast whole-cell extracts were pre-
pared as described (Gardner et al. 2005) with minor changes.
Cells (3 3 108) from log-phase yeast cultures were harvested by
centrifugation and lysed in 400 mL of SUME buffer (8 M urea, 1%
SDS, 10 mM MOPS at pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA, 0.01% bromophe-
nol blue) by mechanical shearing.

ChIP in HeLa cells or S. cerevisiae, library preparation,
sequencing, and bioinformatics analyses of the data are detailed
in the Supplemental Material.

Accession numbers

The sequencing data have been deposited in the Gene Expression
Omnibus database under the accession number GSE59370. All of
the data sets that were used in this study are listed in the
Supplemental Table S1.
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